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Re:

Notification about the Transfer of Assets and Customers of Broadwing
Communications Services Inc. and Broadwing Telecommunications Inc.
to C 111Communications Operations, LLC

Dear Mr. Dorman:
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C III Communications, LLC ('IC III"), C III Communications Operatic
('IC I11 Ops"), Broadwing Communications Services Inc. ("Broadwing-CSI"), and B:
Telecommunications Inc. ("Broadwing-TI") (collectively, the "Parties"), hereby notify the
Kentucky Public Service Commission ("Commission") about the transfer to C TI1 Ops of the
broadband business of Broadwing-CSI, including the assets and customers of Broadwing-TI.'
The Parties also request waiver, to the extent necessary, of the Commission's antislamming rules
with respect to customers transferred to C 111 Ops. Concurrently with the filing of this etter, C
111 Ops is filing with the Commission a Notice of Intent to Provide Service. A c2mplete
description of the transaction is included below.
L

I. The Parties
C lII is a privately held Delaware limited liability company. C I11 is th: parent
company of C 111 Ops.
C I11 does not currently hold any authority to provide
telecommunications services. Upon closing of the proposed transaction, C III would be renamed
Broadwing, LLC. C I11 Ops is a Delaware limited liability company that is wholly ownsd by C
III. C III Ops would be the licensed service provider and enter into contracts with custorners for
1

Upon closing of the proposed transaction, Broadwing-CSI will withdraw its registration in Kentucky. However,
Broadwing-TI will retain its registration.
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the provision of services. C I11 Ops does not currently hold any authority tc
telecommunications services. Accordingly, as a condition precedent to the closii
proposed transaction, C III Ops is seeking authority, where required, to provide cc
telecommunications services throughout the United States. In addition, C 111 Ops is s
necessary authority from the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"). Upon
the proposed transaction, C 111Ops would be renamed Broadwing Communications, LL
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Four Special Purpose Entities ("SPEs") have been organized to hold thc assets of
C III Ops. These include: C ID Communications Real Estate, LLC, which would hold
real property used to provide the services offered by C I11 Ops; C 111 Communicat ns IRU,
Of the
LLC, which would hold all of the IRUs used to provide the services; C 111 Commi cations
Assets, LLC, which would be used to hold all assets, other than those he1
Communications Real Estate, LLC or C III Communications IRU, LLC, used to pr
services; and C 111 Communications Employees, Inc., which would employ all the e
used to provide the services.2 All of the SPEs are Delaware limited liability companies,
III Communications Employees, Inc., which is a Delaware corporation. All of the
wholly owned by C I11 Ops. Upon closing, the SPEs would be renamed
Communications Real Estate, LLC, Broadwing Communications IRU, LLC,
Communications Assets, LLC and Broadwing Communications Employees, Inc.

t

Corvis Corporation ("Corvis"), a Delaware corporation, is a p
company (NASDAQ:CORV). Corvis is a world leader in the provision of o
solutions. Corvis is the majority and controlling owner of C III. From point-to-point
optical getworks to transoceanic systems, Corvis delivers innovative optical netwo
that drive carrier profitability faster than any other vendor. Headquartered in
Maryland, Corvis provides caniers with scalable optical networking solutions
dramatically reduce the overall expenses associated with building and operating
Camers deploying Corvis' optical network solutions can provision new wave1
services and tailor dynamic service-level agreements for rapid revenue generation.
not currently hold any authority to provide telecommunications services. For
about Corvis, please visit its website at www.corvis.com.
Cequel 111, LLC ("Cequel III") was founded in January 2002 a
Delaware limited liability company. Cequel 111 is a minority owner of C 111
less than one percent of the voting interests of C 111. Cequel 111's mission is t
in, and subsequently manage, growth-oriented firms in the telecommuni
industries, focusing on those companies that offer platforms for future acquis
consolidation. In May 2002, Cequel I11 made equity investments in and ass
2

Pursuant to the Agreement, all Broadwing-CSI employees (Broadwing-TI does not have
offered employment by C I11 Communications Employees, Inc. The Parties have no reason to believe that
employment offers will not be accepted and their joint expectation is that all Broadwing-C
will become employees of C 111 Communications Employees, Inc.
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AAT Communications Corporation, which owns or manages more than 6,000 tower si*:s across
the United States, leasing tower space for wireless voice and data services to a broad ter mt base.
On February 12, 2003, Cequel 111 announced that it had assumed management of and greed to
invest in Classic Communications, a cable provider with approximately 325,000 subscI bers. On
February 21, 2003, Cequel III announced that, subject to regulatory approvals and c istomary
closing conditions, it had entered into an agreement with certain affiliates f Shaw
Communications, Inc., to purchase that company’s Texas-based cable systems, wh :h serve
approximately 2 7,000 customers,

--

Broadwing-TI, a Delaware corporation, is a wholly owned subs
Broadwing-CSI, a Delaware Corporation. Broadwing-CSI is a wholly owned sub:
Broadwing Communications Inc. (“Broadwing Communications”), a Delaware COI
which in turn is a wholly owned subsidiary of Broadwing Inc., an Ohio corporation. B
Inc., a publicly-traded company (NYSE: BRW), is an integrated communications
comprised of Broadwing Communications and Cincinnati BelL3 Broadwing Communi
an industry leader as the world’s first intelligent, all-optical, switched network proi
offers businesses nationwide a competitive advantage by providing data, voice a n c
solutions that are flexible, reliable and innovative on its 18,700-mile optical networ
award-winning IP backbone. Cincinnati Bell is one of the nation’s oldest, most re
best performing local exchange and wireless providers with a legacy of unparallel
service excellence. Cincinnati Bell provides a wide range of telecommunications
services to residential and business customers in Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana. Broad
headqumered in Cincinnati, Ohio. Broadwing Inc. would have a minority (le
percent) ‘non-voting interest in C III. After the closing of the proposed transactio
Inc., Broadwing Communications, Broadwing-CSI and Broadwing-TI would be
name that does not include “Broadwing.” For more information about Broadwing
visit its website at www.broadwina.com.
Broadwing-CSI is authorized to provide intrastate interexchange se
eight states, including Kentucky. Broadwing-CSI currently does not serve endbut serves as a wholesale provider of service to other carriers. Broadwingauthority to provide telecommunications services in Kentucky on June 9, 1995
097, under the name IXC Long Distance, Inc. (“IXC-LD”). As the Commissi
notified, IXC-LD’s name was later changed to IXC Communications Service
Broadwing-CSI. Broadwing-TI is authorized to provide resold intrastate int
in forty-eight states, including Kentucky. Broadwing-TI received its authori
telecommunications services in Kentucky on August 18, 1994, in Case N
name Network Long Distance, Inc. (“Network”). As the Commission was previou
Network’s name was later changed to Eclipse Telecommunications, Inc. and then to
TI.
Broadwing-TI currently resells Broadwing-CSI’s long distance
3

The proposed transaction does not involve the transfer of any of the assets of Cincinnati Bell.
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customers. Both Broadwing-CSI and Broadwing-TI provide interstate and intr rnational
telecommunications services pursuant to authority granted by the FCC.

II. The Transaction
Pursuant to a purchase agreement executed by the Parties on February 2, 2003,
Broadwing-CSI has agreed to sell to C III its entire broadband business, which includes nterstate
and intrastate long distance and private line services. C 111, through its wholly-owned si bsidiary,
C I11 Ops, would continue to provide service to all of Broadwing-CSI's and Broad Ig-TI's
existing customers under the trade name "Broadwing." In addition, C I11 Ops would re 1 all of
Broadwing-CSI's current employees. The proposed transaction must be structured a! 'I asset
sale rather than a transfer of control because of federal and state income tax implicatic . A s a
result, substantially all of the assets of Broadwing-CSI, including all of the assets and ci tomers
of its wholly owned subsidiary, Broadwing-TI, shall be transferred to C 111 Ops. C I1 ops
would hold the operating authority and the customer contracts. The SPEShave been org: ized to
hold the acquired assets and employees.
The assets to be transferred are substantially all of the assets and custc
Broadwing-CSI and Broadwing-TI. These assets include the following personal I
inventory, equipment, accounts, general intangibles, contract rights, instruments, in1
property, all other personal property, and the proceeds and products thereof in whatever
same may be. The real property will also be transferred. Most of the real property IC
Kentucky is a part of Broadwing-CSI's nationwide telecommunications network. It is (
held by Broadwing Communications Real Estate Services LLC, a Delaware limited
company and a wholly owned subsidiary of Broadwing-CSI that is also a part]
Agree~nent.~
Further, the entire customer base of Broadwing-TI would be transferred
Ops, as would the existing service arrangements between Broadwing-CSI and it:
customers. Broadwing-TI has approximately 6244 customers in Kentucky. As pr
stated, Broadwing-CSI functions as a wholesale provider of capacity to other carriers,
does not provide service directly to end-user customers.
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The transfer of assets described above is clearly in the public inter1
proposed transaction would be seamless and transparent to Broadwing-TI'S Kentucky cu
In addition, the proposed combination of the financial and managerial abilities of C III C
the operations of Broadwing-CSI and Broadwing-TI, would result in a business that
positioned than Broadwing-CSI and Broadwing-TI to continue to provide and expand
offerings to their Kentucky customers.
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The real property would be transferred to C III Communications Real Estate, LLC. Any reference herein
transferring the real property to C I11 O p s shall mean C I11 Communications Real Estate, LLC.
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As part of the Agreement, C I11 Ops would purchase the trade name “Brc idwing,”
and would continue to provide service under that name. Customer invoices would cont; iue to be
issued in the same format in which they were issued prior to the transaction. The only ( iange on
the invoice would be that the name “Broadwing Communications, LLC” would appe ir on the
invoices in place of Broadwing-CSI and Broadwing-TI. The Broadwing logo would st 11 appear
on all the invoices. In addition, there would not be a change in the customers’ pres bscribed
interexchange carrier because C I11 Ops would also acquire Broadwing-CSI’s and BI ladwingTI’S Carrier Identification Codes (“CICs”). As a result, the local exchange carriers woi .d not be
required to make any changes to their customers’ Presubscribed Interexchange Carrie PIC,^)
Codes--thus avoiding the possibility of any mistakes or delays associated with having to nitiate a
PIC change for a customer.

--

Furthermore, C I11 Ops proposes to adopt Broadwing-CSI’s and Bro
currently effective tariffs. Accordingly, the proposed transaction would not result i
in the terms, conditions and price of service to Broadwing-CSI and Broadwing-TI c
would be transferred to C 111 Ops. Finally, there would not be any changes in cus
personnel, telephone numbers, website addresses, account managers, etc. As a res
would continue to receive the best possible service and would continue to be able t
service provider in the same way they always have. In addition, the regulator
interfacing with Commission staff would remain the same. In short, while
transaction is an asset sale, it would be virtually seamless and transparent to t
customers because there would be no change in the name of the providing camer, no
change in the format or appearance of the customers’ bills, no change in the te
and price of service, no change in customer service, and no reprogramming of the
The financial, managerial and technical qualifications of C I11 Op
greatly enhanced by the proposed transaction. Corvis and Cequel 111 plan to i
capital to purchase the assets of Broadwing-CSI and Broadwing-TI. Combi
Cequel TI1 would pay approximately $129 million in cash and have every incen
financial success of C 111 Ops. Towards that end, Corvis has committed to
capital infusion of up to $50 million, as needed, upon the closing of the proposed
This would provide C I11 Ops with additional financial resources in case of any
operating deficits or to further expand services. Corvis has the financial resources n
contribute the $50 million in working capital and is otherwise qualified to
owner of a provider of competitive telecommunications services in Kentucky.

In short, if the financial resources of Corvis were combined
Broadwing-CSI and Broadwing-TI, the financial qualifications of the resulti
be greatly improved. C 111 Ops would be better positioned than BroadwingTI to continue to provide and expand service offerings to their Kentucky cust
the proposed transaction would enhance C I11 Ops’ technical ability to op
expand its service offerings in the State of Kentucky because all of the
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including the Chief Technology Officer, network engineers and field technicians emp Yed by
Broadwing-CSI would be transferred to C III O ~ SLikewise,
. ~
the proposed transactic would
enhance C 111 Ops’ managerial qualifications because Broadwing-CSI’s core managen it team
would be transferred to C III Ops.
111. Waiver Request

The Parties also hereby request a waiver, to the extent necessarq
Commission’s antislamming rules with respect to the customers that would be tr
pursuant to the Agreement. The Parties will also comply with all applicable f
Commission rules, regulations and procedures requiring customer notice of the
transaction. (Attached hereto is a copy of the notice to be sent to all affected custom
notice will be sent to customers at least 30 days prior to the closing of the proposed tram
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It is the Parties’ understanding that prior Commission approval is not rec
the transaction described above. In the event, however, that the Commission dt
approval is required, please consider this letter a request for expedited approval so
Parties may complete this transaction as soon as practicable. Absent written notic
contrary within 30 days of the date of this letter, the Parties will assume no further
required and will consummate the transaction as planned.
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Respectfully submitted,
L

Robert E. Stup, Jr.
Mintz, Levin, Cohn, Ferris,
Glovsky and Popeo, L.C.
701 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20004-2608
(202) 661-871 1 - Voice
(202) 434-7400 - Facsimile
restupO,mintz.com

James E. Magee
The Magee Law Firm, PLL(
1111 19thStreet, NW
Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 429-0004 - Voice
(202) 429-8743 - Facsimile
jmagee~,mageelawfinn.corr

Counsel for the C III Companies

Counsel for the Broadwing
Companies

Enclosures
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As stated above, the employees employed by C 111 Communications Employees, Inc. All references hen
transferring employees to C III O p s shall mean C I11 Communications Employees, Inc.

Broadwing Telecommunications, Inc.
C 111 Communications Operations, LLC (soon to be Broadwing Communications, LLC)
Date
Dear Long Distance Service Customer:
We are pleased to inform you that C I11 Communications Operations, LLC (“C III”) is acc
all the assets of Broadwing Telecommunications Inc., your current long distance I
provider. Please rest assured that the acquisition will not affect the quality of your semi
you do not need to do anything to continue your service. As of [date], C XI1 will becom
long distance carrier and Broadwing Telecommunications will cease providing long di
services. After the transfer, services will continue to be provided and billed to you unc
Broadwing name. @
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The New Broadwing will continue to be run in the same manner and there will be no sign
change in the services you enjoy. All of your calls will continue to be carried on the Broa
network -- The World’s First Beautiful Networpm. As a customer of the New Broadwin
will continue to receive all the features, current rates and terms and conditions of service tk
enjoy today. Consistent with current regulatory requirements, you will receive written nc
accordance with applicable state and federal law prior to any future changes in your ten
conditions of service. We are committed to making this transition as seamless as possible
should not notice any change except the new invoices may include a new mailing addrc
paymegs. All customer service numbers and personnel will remain the same.
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If you are satisfied with your current service and would like to remain in the Broadwing ne
simply do nothing. If you do not select a new long distance provider before [date], all cusi
receiving this notice will have their long distance service transferred to the New Broe
regardless of whether the account has a preferred carrier freeze. To ensure that your prc
carrier freeze remains in effect after the transfer, we encourage you to contact your local
after [date] to arrange a new preferred carrier freeze.
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All customer service questions, before and after the transfer, can still be directed to (80C 4221199. If you have any questions about the transfer please do not hesitate to call us or vi t our
website at
We appreciate your business and looks forward to serving you in the years ahead.

